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From the modest off-roader to the luxuriously appointed overlander, the Land Rover Defender 2021 offers a mobile adventure with undeniable and desirable capabilities. Its design is technically retro, but it represents a modern touch on the legendary Defender of the previous generation. A turbocharged four-cylinder
engine is standard and an inline-six-cylinder turbo with a hybrid support function is optional. A host of off-road technologies are standard or optional, and all models are available with all-wheel drive and a fully independent suspension. More advanced options can be found on high-end models or part of a myriad of
packages. The Defender has few rivals, with many of them also wearing Land Rover badges, but when it comes to conquering tough terrain, few SUVs can really keep pace. What's new for 2021? The 90 two-door body style sees increased availability for 2021 and now comes in base, S, X, First Edition, and new X-
Dynamic trim. Speaking of X-Dynamic, this new level of finish is also now available on the four-door 110 model and provides the appearance elements of the top-spec X without the expensive off-road-technology features, such as adjustable air suspension and active differential. Price and which one to buy as much as we
like the look of the 90 two-door model, the four-door 110 is more convenient for most buyers. The basic P300 powertrain, a 2.0-litre turbocharged four-cylinder with 2.0 hp, seems pretty peppy for day-to-day driving, so we stick to that; those planning to tackle serious off-road trails may find the optional P400 engine — a
turbocharged and supercharged 395 hp in line six engine with 48-volt hybrid assistance — to be a better choice. We suggest the SE trim level as it adds a number of desirable features to the Defender's spec sheet, including 19-inch aluminum wheels, high-beam automatic headlights, 12-way power adjustable front seats,
and a digital gauge display. Land Rover offers four accessory sets - Explorer Pack, Adventure Pack, Country Pack and Urban Pack - each equipping the Defender with specific features. There are also a host of customization options available, but let's leave customization for you. Engine, transmission and
performanceThe Defender 2021 is powered by a standard turbocharged four-cylinder engine, entable in an eight-speed automatic transmission. Of course, each model has all-wheel drive and lock differentials for navigating dangerous terrain. The Defender is also available with a 3.0-litre In addition to the turbocharger,
the improved engine uses an electric compressor and a 48-volt hybrid system. Unlike its predecessor, the Defender has a unibody construction compared to a frame-to-frame body configuration, and it replaces the old solid axles with a fully independent suspension. The latter comes standard with reel springs, but it can
be upgraded with a pneumatic suspension that allows adjustable driving height. The Defender also has 11.5 inches of ground clearance and ford capacity through 35.4 inches of water, which both the maximum clearance of the Jeep Wrangler and its paddling capacity. See land Rover Fuel Economy and Real-World MPG
PhotosThe EPA's fuel economy ratings for the different Defender models are quite similar regardless of what is under the hood. The model 90 with the four-cylinder receives ratings of 17 mpg city and 21 highway. Climb to the six-cylinder engine and the city's rating of the 1990s drops to 17 mpg, but the highway rating
rises to 22. The 110 model with the six-cylinder engine actually has the same estimates as the six-cylinder 90. We haven't had the opportunity to test a Defender on our 75 mph road fuel economy road, which simulates real-world mpg and is part of our extended test regime. Interior, comfort and cargoThe Defender cabin
crosses the line between premium and utility, with just enough design cues from the rest of the Land Rover range to make those who know the brand feel at home. The rivets exposed in the door panels add a particularly robust appearance, and a beam of magnesium that runs the entire width of the dashboard is not
entirely cosmetic, it is also structural. Beneath the infotainment screen, a trapezoid extension of the dashboard provides room for buttons and switches for the climate control system and driving mode. The gear lever and ignition switch are also mounted on this center battery rather than the center console. In some
models, the center console can be turned back to create a jump seat between the driver and the passenger, similar to a three-person bench in some full-size pickup trucks. The cargo space behind the back seat is somewhat limited, but on par with rival all-terrainers such as the Jeep Wrangler; Rear seats can be folded to
open a much larger cargo hold, but those looking to carry people and gear may want to look at the larger Land Rover Discovery or invest in a cargo carrier on the roof. View Land Rover Infotainment and ConnectivityThe Defender dashboard features a 10-inch touchscreen infotainment system that handles a brand new
interface for Land Rover called Pivi Pro. Compared to the rest of the Touch Pro Duo interface in the Land Rover range, the defender system relies on a single touchscreen instead of two, offers faster response times and can handle live software updates for future releases. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are both
standard, as are a dashboard navigation system, a six-speaker stereo and an on-board Wi-Fi hotspot. Meridian stereo systems with 10 and 14 speakers are optional features and buyers of high defenders range receive a digital gauge cluster and a head-up display. Safety and driver assistance devicesOnd the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) or the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) have released the crash test results for the new Defender. Among the range of road-assist technologies available, the Rover has several unique systems suitable for off-road and towing. Key security features include:
Standard Automated Emergency With Pedestrian Detection Standard Lane Exit Warning with Track Maintenance Assistance Available Adaptive Cruise ControlJust and Maintenance CoverageLike its stablemates, the Defender will be available with a standard warranty package that extends over four years or 50,000
miles. The Lexus GX, an equally chic off-roader, offers more value here in the form of a six-year powertrain warranty and one year of free maintenance. Limited Warranty covers four years or 50,000 miles Powertrain guarantee covers four years or 50,000 miles No free scheduled maintenanceMore features and
specifications GET THE MODEL Developed in partnership with LEGO@ Technic™. The Land Rover Defender construction kit. Buy yours online or at your local Land Rover retailer. The new model represents 70 years of innovation and improvement, honoring the vehicle's history for its robust solidity while remaining a
defender for the 21st century. Featuring our most durable materials to date and tested to its limits, the Defender has been designed for optimal durability. Capable by nature. The Defender can handle many extreme terrains and takes you confidently from the urban jungle to quicksand and icy environments.1, 21 From its
deliberate position to its reductive and sophisticated surfaces, all about the Defender exudes quiet confidence. It's design with integrity. Equipped for 21st century adventures, our most intuitive technologies to date ensure convenience, connectivity and visibility. The Defender's exterior is matchless. Its distinctive
silhouette instantly demonstrates the character of the vehicle. CLICK FOR INTERAGIR ON INTERAGIR Please activate javascript on your browser. CLICK FOR INTERAGIR ON INTERAGIR Please activate javascript on your browser. An interior with a purpose. The Defender's cabin can be customized to your
requirements. Please enable javascript on your browser. Click to interact Press interact Please activate javascript on your browser. Click to interact Press to interact Designed like no other. Everything about the Defender exudes quiet confidence, from its deliberate position to its reductive and sophisticated surfaces. With
its permanent all-wheel drive, two-speed transfer and unibody architecture, it's ready for your next adventure.21 The Defender 90 First Edition features 20 Style 5098, 5-ray wheels with Shiny Silver finish, First Edition badging and a host of other features, such as ClearSight Interior MirrorVis RetroVis23 and premium LED
with Signature DRL. Designed for the most difficult requirements. With an incredibly durable Robustc ribbon accentuated on the seats, black exposed rear recovery eyes and a robust exterior. European model shown. The Defender X combines capability with off-road looks, which means you can go far beyond where
you've already been.21 There's difficult, and there's the Defender X. European model shown. Discover your own trail, no matter the terrain. The Explorer Pack equips the Defender to defy conventions and some of the most unexplored landscapes. Take your passions to new territories. The Adventure Pack equips the
Defender to take you off the beaten track and into nature's playground. Bring the muddiest boots. The Country Pack equips the Defender to embrace the elements and make each trip truly memorable. Conquer the concrete jungle. The Urban Pack equips the Defender to stand out in the suburbs with a style that turns its
head, confidence and composure. The full range of models can be found here, with a wide selection of superb designs, performance aids and technologies available.1 European model shown. Attention to detail has always been fundamental to our vehicles. The Defender has been designed so you can dream bigger.
Explore the finest details. Learn more about engine performance, dimensions and fuel consumption. Optional features and availability may differ depending on vehicle specifications (model and powertrain), or may require the installation of other features to be equipped. Please contact your local retailer for more details or
set up your vehicle online. Off-road sequences on dedicated terrain with full permissions. ASK FOR A QUOTE BUILD YOUR OWN PAYMENT CALCULATION FIND A RETAILER RETAILER
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